
Monet
Level 2 : Intermediate Category : Women’s

Size 
From 34 to 46 (XXS to XL)

Pattern 
with 

video 
tutorial!



In metres    110cm fabric   140cm fabric             Bias
Long sleeve                 1.35  1.20  3.50 
¾ sleeve                       1.35  1.00  3.50

FABRIC MEASUREMENTS

www.lespatronnes.fr

LEVEL 2 - INTERMEDIATE 
You’ll learn to:
-  Sew bias binding
-  Sew sleeves
-  Make bust darts
-  Prerequisites: straight stitching
-  2 sleeve options: full length or ¾

YoU’LL NEED: 
-  Recommended fabrics: thick cotton, tweed, jacquard, quilted fabric, 
thick jersey, denim, wool…
-  Bobbins of assorted thread colours
-  Bias binding, it will be visible - assorted or contrasting colours!
-  optionnel: a hook and eye or frog fastening
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- Sewing allowanceS 

included
- non-SuPerimPoSed 

PatternS
- video tutorialS 

to Sew at your own 
Pace

In cm 34 36 38 40 42 44 46
Bust 80 84 88 92 96 100 104
Waist 62 66 70 74 78 82 86
Hips  89 93 97 101 105 109 113

BoDY MEASUREMENTS 
For a woman measuring 1.65m (5’5”)

made in France

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuQqkcTeBVy75X8rIPRFDZg
https://www.facebook.com/lespatronnesCouture/
https://www.instagram.com/lespatronnescouture/
https://www.pinterest.fr/lespatronnes/
https://www.lespatronnes.fr/


Method

1 Iron your fabric (which should ideally 
have been washed beforehand) and fold 
it in 3, in the direction of the grain line 
(parallel to the selvedge).
2 Trace and/or cut out your pattern 
piece to the desired size.
3 Place the pattern paper on the fabric, 
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putting the marker “along the fold” edge-to-edge with 
the fold of the fabric and pin the pattern piece to the 
fabric (c.f lay plan diagrams).
4 Cut your fabric right upto the edge of the pattern 
piece.
5 Transfer the darts and notches.

Step 1: Preparation

VIDEo TUToRIALS

http://www.lespatronnes.fr 
/tuto-couture-videos-pas-a-pas/

To help you make your Monet Jacket, you can 
follow our video tutorials on our website and 
YouTube channel
There you’ll find not only the complete video on 

the Monet Jacket but also the following videos 
on:
- How to cut and place your fabric
- How to sew bias binding
- How to how to sew bias binding with mitered 
corners

To read more, download the pattern... 


